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Abstract

We introduce a novel method for real-time animation control and generation on
rigged models using natural language input. First, we embed a large language
model (LLM) in Unity to output structured texts that can be parsed into diverse
and realistic animations. Second, we illustrate LLM’s potential to enable flexible
state transition between existing animations. We showcase the robustness of our
approach through qualitative results on various rigged models and motions.

1 Introduction

While recent advances in deep learning have revolutionized many aspects of computer graphics
[5, 6, 7, 13, 3, 4, 14, 2, 9], few works have explored direct actuation of rigged 3D models. In this
context, we present an innovative framework that leverages large language models (LLM) to enable
real-time animation generation and control.

First, we generate novel animations on a given model using only natural language descriptions. Our
method outputs structured strings encoding positional and rotational time series for each joint, which
are parsed to produce animations on the rigged object. We showcase the generated animations on
hierarchically distinct models with a variety of motions to underscore the robustness of our approach.

Second, we integrate a LLM with Unity [18] to program animation transition on humanoid characters
via the generation and execution of appropriate Unity C# scripts. Our approach is characterized by its
flexibility, allowing for the seamless integration of pre-existing animations with custom game logic.

2 Methodology and Results

Animation Generation Formally, we abstract a rigged 3D model as a tree T = (V,E) encoding its
joint hierarchy. An animation on the model is then a set of motion time series (pvi , q

v
i ) associated with

each joint v ∈ V , where pvi ∈ R3, qvi ∈ R4 are the joint position and rotation (as a quaternion) at time
ti ∈ [0, tend], respectively. To generate animations on a rigged object, we utilize a LLM to output
structured texts containing appropriate joint hierarchies and motions according to the user prompt.
We show an example in Figure 2 and remark that numerical values are also treated as text tokens
during generation. To overcome token size limits, we compress the animation strings to only output
motion values at keyframes and truncate all floating-point numbers to a single significant figure.

We illustrate novel animations generated for a whale, a pig, and a raccoon in Figure 1. Here,
each model comes with an existing animation, which we use for in-context learning[1]. Overall,
the generated motions are visually realistic and can be produced within a matter of seconds. Our
framework also exhibits a high degree of semantic comprehension on joint hierarchies by producing
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Figure 1: One-shot animation generation on rigged models. Text bubbles contain the prompts used.

Figure 2: Left: animation string generated with the prompt: "make the whale flapping its tail" on
a whale model. Each vector is a quarternion followed by a time stamp: (q0, q1, q2, q3, t); Right:
Animation control on a character with existing animations. Prompt: "Make the ’archer’ move around
randomly and pauses once in a while with correct animations."

motions on the appropriate bones. For instance, when prompted with "tilting its head" for a whale,
our model translates this into motion within the head joint while keeping the main body still.
Remarkably, the animated models are rich in structural diversity, which underscores the robustness of
our framework in accommodating distinct anatomies and motion patterns. Our result suggests the
LLM has successfully leveraged certain physical priors acquired during its training process.

Animation Control Next, we showcase LLM’s ability to perform animation control, which seeks
to integrate existing animation clips into the game logic. For example, a player-controlled character
should enter the jumping animation when the "space" key is pressed. In this work, we follow
[10, 11, 19] to generate Unity C# scripts with GPT-4 [8], then execute the composed scripts with
the Roslyn run-time compiler to enable animation state transitions [17]. Figure 2 shows an archer
model downloaded from Mixamo [15] programmed to transition from being idle to walking per user
prompt. We remark that the generated control flow is flexible and can be retargeted to any humanoid
characters via Unity’s Avatar system [18].

3 Discussion

We encourage the reader to inspect videos for the generated animations on our Github repository.
In addition, we provide more details on the results shown in Figures 1 and 2 in the supplementary
material.

To the best of our knowledge, our approach marks the pioneering method for actuating 3D models
based on natural language descriptions. By embedding our framework in Unity, its output keyframes
can be readily adjusted in the Unity editor window, allowing human animators to enhance and refine
the results as needed. Hence, a potential application of our model is to produce initial drafts for
digital artists similar to frameworks such as Midjourney and Stable Diffusion[16, 12].
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https://github.com/Whalefishin/LLM_animation
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